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 The following article examines the concept of culture as a weapon that can be used to help 
shape a non-violet response to aggression. The first part of the article describes the cultural response  
(in the form of religious ceremonies and related performances) of the Balinese to the terrorist attack of 
October 12, 2002 as an alternative model to the military response of the United States to the bombings 
of September 11,2001. The second part uses Balinese religious philosophy as a lens throught which 
Shakespeare’s “Tempest” can be interpreted and performed, empha-sizing the links between the world 
views of the Balinese and the Elizabethans as a way of understanding the play’s vision of an island’full of 
noises, sounds and sweet airs’ on which the characters learn to respond to aggression with non-violent 
means framed by music, dance, performance spectacle, and knowledge of sacred books. 
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